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L. Introduction. This is a prelimillary documer,t, since the results of intensive research 
"n"r'ed out in March-April, 1906, are not yet fully worked LIp, statistics for 1965 are not 
Clllly ililillyzed alld tho,;'" for 19G6 llul fLllly kLlOWfi. Npverthelress th" report summarizes 18 
lea sons of work, begun by H. D. F iBher and cont.i llUod by the present author, and includ ing 
:he observations of many other researchers and the long experience of many sealing men. I am 

ticularly indebted to A. W. Mansfield of th" Arctic Biologica.l Station of the Fisheries 
. >earch Boord, and to Captain Harold Milrp of M.V. "Theron", Christiansen Canadian Enterprises 
,td. 

~. Background. Harp Seals PagoFhilw, !ZoPlllclC'dicus (Erxleben) form the ba.,[5 of the hunting, 
lIth subs'.diary numbers of Hood GeaIs ~ystorho.!::';.".5'Tiatata E.yxl"ben. Both spe~i.es aggregate 
:0 whelp and to shed their hair, and can he pl"l)Litilly i'ur,ted by ships (and aircraft) at such 
:imes, though Hood Seals are now protected during their hair-shedding period, ill June-July off 
'outheast Greenland. 

A. Harp Seals of the Northwest Atlantic ar" almost or entirely distinct from harp Seals 
)ccurring east of Kap Farvel, Greenland. 'i"18 pu.b:Lished evidence comes from studies of body 
nd skull proportions (Khuzin, 196:1; IabJoko" ~nrJ Sergeant, D6:,), and from absence of mixing 
y marked individuals (Rasmussen and pr It'3lalld , ]954; Sergeant, 1965); serological studies are 
.nderstood to be under way in Norway. 

The Northwest Atlantic r,prds of Hill'P ,;""1,, appear to segregate with constancy into two 
lain herds, one entering the Gulf of :3t. La\oll'<:'lce Hnd the other renr3ining off eastern Labrador 
nd Newfoundland (Sergeant, 1965). '{DUng of t"ll" ''''If herd are barr. mainly in early Narch on 
ce in ICNAF Division 4T, \olitt! smaller lr~rd8 in {I\ ,,-rid 43. Young of the Front (eastern New
'onndland) herd are born a fe\ol days late1' the'" in the Gulf on drift ice in DiviSions 2.J and 3K. 

)lly tIle Front ice dr ifts south and may ,el'b.,·" and even pass through the Strait of l3elle 
u,Le, that is, 4R. 

The ma in spring hunt is basp.d on YOL.cg from 3 to 10 days old \"hich r.'tain a hair-fast 
oetal pelage (whitecoat); pelts of fullY-'ll()ull«d 'young or heater", also command a good price, 
nd are ava Hable from about the end of March. Ha lr-fast adults, eSilec ially the unscarred 
emales are also sought after, and are availabal" as female" attending YOU'lg, and males waiting 
o fert'iljze thp femules. The females, hm.,r<::vl,~r~ v/~r~ never taken in large numbers and are now 
l"otected at this period. Jiair-fast animals an, "1;10 available from shore-based net fisheries, 
hich take about the same number of immature:3 a:o adults. Adult and i~unature animals shed the 
3;r coat on the ice from mid-April to mid-May; they the[[ form aggregations and are sought 
fter, but most pelts are loose-ha ired and have a low value. All pelts are made into furs 
<cept for the last which are used for leath~r. 

B. lIood Seals of the Northwest Atlantic occur mdinly on the Front, with smaller numbers 
1 the GUlf. Unknown numbers occur along the ;ce border northward to Davis Strait and Kap 
lrvel. and these stocks may be linked to the lorge olle occurring east of Greenland. Evidence 
lcludes one mark recovery (Rasmussen and f'lritsland, 1964), synchronous whelping in mid-March 
1 all areas (Rasmussen, 196,)), and a greater random dispersal of young than seen in Harp Seals, 
19gest ing less effic ient orientation (unpublis~led data of the author). 

Stock Assessment. 

A. Harp Seals. Stock, catches dnd sustained yield estimates are shown in Table 1. 
Direct COL\lltS by aerial survey and photogra;>hy have been more successful with whelping 

iults and newborn young (Sergeant and Fisher, 1960) than with hair-shedding adults and im
Itures (unpubLished data of the author). Such survey, however, produce8 under-est imates due 
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to: adults in the water, young hidden by ice, dispersal of the original whelping ice, and disturbance by sealing. 

The start of sealing, formerly 5 March in the Gulf and 10 March on the Front, is now set at 7 March in the Gulf and 12 March on,the Front. Observations made in 1966 suggest that estimates of young based on counts made before these dates should be multiplied perhaps by 1.2 or 1.3 to allow for late-born young. The greatest error, however, comes from groups of seals which are not discovered at all. 

The same limitations apply to mark-and-recapture experiments, whi.ch were successfully carri.ed out in the Gulf in 1964 from a land-based helicopter and on the Front in 1966 from an icebreaker-based helicopter. Young seals were marked before hunting began, and marks were returned by sealers hunting from ships, aircraft (Gulf only); small craft and on foot. 

Nowadays all estimate of yOUllg born on the Front can be obtained from maximum total catch of young, because in many yC!ars the catch of young on the Front is very intensive, leaving few survivors. 

Year-class ourvival can h,~ stud ied from age samples of the population. The mixed popLllation has been sampled irregularly from summer catches in the arctic and from shore catches in Labrad or. The Front population has also been sampled irregularly from ships' catches of aggregated ha ir-shedd ing seals, Because of heavy, sometimes select ive, catching of immature seals on the Front, study of survival fallowing the variable annual catch of youn i,s only valid when based on l-year-old immatures. In the Gulf, age samples have been obtaineo'" from the January net fishery for 13 out of 14 consecutive seasons. These have proved valuable [or study; ng catcll and Snrv ivaI. TIl<] ardmals appear fully only at 4 years of age, since some younger immatures appar"ntly renain late or permanently in the arctic. However since the Gulf catch of Harp Sealsi,s compos"d a,Lnost entirely of young seals, survival should not vary greatly after the catch of young seals has been taken. 

Life tables were calculated from parameters described by Sergeant and Fisher (1960). The least well-known parametE,r is the natural mortality at age O. Young pups are killed by ice pressure against the coast, particularly in years of easterly or northerly winds. In such years, ships' catche8 are generally low because of the same risk, so the net result is probably to even out total mori:ality rates of the young from year to year. 

In life tahle calculationA it has been assumed that the industry desires a certain number of immature and ;;dult pelts. This catch is arbitrarily considered to be 1/5 the number of young pelts that are taken. To the biometrician, it does not matter whether the young are taken as whitecoats at 1 week of age or beaters at 1 month. However a sealing industry spokesman states that the stable ma!'ket for young pelts is some 150,000 whitecoats and 30,000 beaters annually. 

An important density-dependent variable is the reproductive rate (Sergeant, 1966). From life tables so far calculated, and taking into account a subsidiary catch of adults and immatures as described above, maximum sustained yield of young is estimated at 0.36 of total young born. At higher stock densities this figure declines, that is, proportionately fewer young are born, while with higher i.ntensities of catch, the population is steadily reduced. 
In practice, Illlnt ing at the Front has been excessive, both for young and for adults cnd immatures. The population estimate obtained by H. D. Fisher in 1950 and 1951 waf, 430,000 young born; in 1960 the author obtainTCd some 250,000 (Sergeant and Fisher, 1960, revised by the author to allow for late-born YOLlng, but posSibly still an under-estimate). In 1966, 3hips' catches and subsequent reports by industry survey suggest that practic'ally all young 3eals were taken, indicating a production on the Front close to 200,000. A catch of 94,000 (oung in 1965 resulted i.n good survival of l-year-old immatures in 1966, but this catch was Inusually low (Table 2). 

The author earlier concluded that a decline had taken place in the number of young lorn in the Gulf, based on results of surveys made in the southern Gulf in 1959 and 1960, comlared with those made by H. D. Fisber i.n 1950 and 1951. It is possible that some shift of 'helping animals occurred from the southern to the northern Gulf in the interim, or the number If whelping females, which are among tire adult animals actually censused, may actually have ecreased, while increased rreJ'roduct ive rates produced no decline of young. At any rate, the uthor and others aboard sealing ships Sighted a patch of hair-shedding adults and inunature:3 a. 20 x 6 miles in si.ze, and probably representing a large proportion of the Gulf patch, in li,d-April 1966, which j nd icated no scare ity of Gulf seals. Moreover, stud ies indicate a esser increase of reproductive rate (Sergeant, 1966), and thus a lower intenSity of hun~ing n the Gulf than on the Front. Tlli.8 is in line wIth a slowly increasing catch in the Gulf of bout 80,000 young and a few thousand adult and immature seals annually (Table 2). An increase 
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of catch was prevented by a quota set for ships and aircraft in 1965. Assuming that over
exploitation has not taken place in the Gulf, one would not expect survival to be inversely 
correlated with catch except at the highest catches. This seems to be the case. From life 
tables, and allowing for absent immatures, balanced survival at 4 years is calculated to be 
about 10% of the January age samples (actual survival at 4 years may be 20% of the sample). 
Table 3 shows that survival at less than 10% of the age sample, in more than 50% of separate 
samples, has not occurred until the catch has reached the level of 80,000-99,000 young. This 
empirical evidence, which will be checked by further age samples, agrees broadly with H. D. 
Fisher's 1950 and 1951 aerial surveys (Sergeant and Fisher, 1960) which gave a production of 
about 215,000 young annually for the southern Gulf. This should be somewhat more for the 
whole Gulf, perhaps 250,000 in all. Then 250,000 x 0.36 = 90,000 •. Present catches L, the 
Gulf are close to this figure (Table 2), though some small increase may still be possible. 

B. Hood Seals. The stock in the Gulf numbers only a few hundred or thousand and is now 
totally protected. In 1966, Hood SealS were seen in both the southern and northern Gulf. The 
stock on the Front provided in 1966 a catch of some 15,000, of which about 8,000 will have been 
young, 5,000 adult females, and 2,000 adult males. An excess of adult males was noted both in 
the Gulf and at the Front, most likely resulting from the type of hunting. The population of 
Hood Seals at the Front in 1966 is thus estimated at about 10,000 families, since the ships 
epsily penetrated the ice to the seals. 

A sample of teeth and reproductive tracts was collected from some 130 female Hood Seals 
in March 1966. It iS'intended to compare this with a sample of the same size collected jointly 
by H. D. Fisher and the author in 1953, in order particularly to determine whether any reduc
tion has occurred in age at maturity, as found for Harp Seals when the stock has been thinned 
(Sergeant, 1966). Also, hopefully, the sample is large enough that the year-class strengths 
may be compared with those of Hood Seals collected east of Greenland by Norwegian or Soviet 
investigators in 1966, in order to test possible linkage between the populations. Annual var
iability of catch of Hood Seals at the Front is greater than for Harp Seals, suggesting a var
iable movement of Hood Seals south to this catching field 'in different years. 

4. Work in Progress comprises analysiS of the mark-and-recapture experiment on the Front, and 
of age and reproductive samples collected at the Front in March, 1966 from 130 female and 40 
male Hood Seals and 25 hair-shedding Harp Seals and Similar samples collected in the Gulf in 
April;' 1966 from 750 hair-shedding Harp Seals. Analyses also continue of an age sample and 
reproductive sample collected from Harp Seals entering the Gulf in January, 1966. 

Following an analysi8 of this material, a full account of the population dynamics of 
the Harp Seals is planned, as well as an account of available information on the Hood Seal 
stocks. 

Some 1500 young Harp Seals were marked in the Gulf in March 1966, after the industrial 
fishery there had ended. Later returns are expected to throw light on the question of whether 
Gulf-born seals may move to the Front •. Previous marking, carried out in 1950-53, showed no 
such movement (Sergeant, 1965), but the thinning of the Front population has made it more 
likely, and the number of seals recently mprked was larger. 

5. Work Planned in 1967 is chiefly an aerial photographic survey of the whole Gulf, together 
with another routine analysis of a Gulf sample which it is planned to collect in January 1967. 

6. Summary. Production of young Harp Seals east of Newfoundland (Front area of hunting) has 
fallen from an estimated 430,000 or more in 1950 to an estimated 200,000 in 1966, under heavy 
catching of both young and older seals. 

In contrast, the herds of Harp Seals whelping in the Gulf of St. Lawrence are in good 
condition and the sustained yield is estimated at about 90,000 young annually with about 
15,000 adult and immatures besides. Present catches, controlled by a quota for the industrial 
hunting, as well as by a restricted season of hunting, are very close to this level. 

Hood Seals in the Gulf are scarce and are now protected. A heavy catch of adult female 
as well as of young Hood Seals east of Newfoundland in most of . the recent years appears to be 
the cause of an observed excess of adult males. The species probably arrives in the catch area 
in varying numbers from year to year, whereas constancy of return to home area is shown by Harp 
Seals. 
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Cable 1. Believed Approx imate Status of Harp Seal Stocks. 

'ront 1950 

1960 

1966 

ulf 1950 

1960 

1966 

Total Stock 
(Young born) 

2 X 106 1950-59 
(400,000) 

1.25 X 106 

(250,000) 

0.8 X 106 
(200,000) 

1. 5 X 106 
(250,000) 

1.25 X 1063 ) 
(250,000) 

1. 0 X 106 
(250,000) 

1960-65 

1966 

1950-59 

1960-65 

1966 

Actual Catch Sustained Yield Catch 
Young Old Young Old 

154,0001) 67,0001) 144,000 29,000 

143,000 65,000 90,000 18,000 

180,000 30,000? 72 ,000 14,000 

70,0002 ) 9,0002) 90,000 18,000 

79,000 14,000 90,0003) 18,000 

85,000 18,000 90,000 18,000 

) Landsmen's catch, not available for 1950-53, will raise actual catch for 1950-59. 

) Landsmen's catch, not fully subdivided up to 1959, will raise actual catch for 1950-59. 

) More efficient reproduction comes into effect, raising sustained yield catch as per 
cent of young born and of total stock. 

able 2. Approximate catches of Harp Seals in the western North Atlantic from 1950 to 
1966, in thousands of pelts. (Figures subject to revision, especially for 
earlier years. 1966 figures preliminary.) 

Gulf of St. Lawrence East of Newfoundland (Front) 
=:ar Young Immature and Adult Young Immature and Adult 

~50 31* 14* 146* 28* 
~5l 90* 16* 250* 52* 
-2 63* 15* 147* 77* 

.-'3 32* * 157* 62* 
~54 74* 2* 114 62 
~55 94* 8* 160 67 
)56 93* 14* 249 34 
)57 74* 4* 80 75 
)58 90* 11* 60 135 
)59 62* 7* 180 74 
)60 84 16 93 112 
)61 43 6:1- 133 12+ 
)62 90 16 163 97 
)63 95 210 197 64 0 
)64 81 17 178 63 
165 83 lOX 94 42 
166 85 18 180 30? 

Landsmen's catches not fully documented. 

Closing date of May 5 came into effect. 

Closing date of April 30 came into effect. 

-Closing date of April 25 came into effect (Gulf only). 
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Table 3. Catch and Survival of Young Harp Seals in the Gulf of St. Lawrence. 

Catch of Young Seals in 

Gulf of St. Lawrence 

20,000 - 39,000 

40,000 - 59,000 

60,000 - 79,000 

80,000 - 99,000 

Number and Per cent of Years in which four-year old Seals 
entering the Gulf: 

- exceeded 10% of sample were less than 10% of sample 

Number Per cent Number Per cent 

1 100 0 0 

2 100 0 0 

3 75 1 25 

3 50 3 50 
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